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There once was an ordinary man. A maintenance worker that did something extraordinary. Simple 
though the task was. He looked into his heart and said to himself, “Anything that I can do to make to 
make my community better. Is worth this simple thing.” And in doing this task changed the direction 
the wheel of history was heading. He was an every day worker. One that was easily forgotten. Today 
his name is mostly not known by many. 

Too much time has passed. Too much loss of what we once were. But a resurgence is on the rise. 
Simple tasks that if done by many become and army. An army of freedom. In any army, there are army 
there are many tasks to do. Those that move the paperwork along. Those that learn new skills in class. 
The trainers that teach them. People that keep the lines of communication open and others that do the 
planning. Those that keep a watchful eye on enemy forces. Others sift the data. 

That ordinary man was Robert Newman. His task was to hang lanterns. The place was called the North 
Church. A signal to Richard Dawes and Paul Revere.    

Now I ask you. Are you patriot enough to do simple tasks? The S2 Project needs a lot of people doing 
simple tasks for 90minutes a week in every state in our republic. To learn new skills. To spread the 
word that winning is possible. A solid plan. We are ordinary people like Paul Revere, Robert Newman 
& Richard Dawes were. Like the so many were part of the America Revolution that sewed coats, made 
shoes, carved wagon wheels and so many other things. 

With better K-12 Education we can ensure a better America for prosperity with correctly educated 
current & future generations. As we work to end voter fraud we can make one voice, one vote a level 
playing field again. As we advocate for government transparency, we put the people in charge again. 
With the help of many like you, investigating local corrupting in small pieces at a time makes our 
communities safe again. With the the parts assembled, freedom and liberty will be whole again. 

Focus on what you can do. Join the effort. Be extraordinary by helping with simple tasks and learning 
new skills. We are stronger together. Take a first step and join our adventure for a better republic. 
https://thes2project.com/contact 

We do not ask for or do we take donations from members. Your spare time is donation enough. That it 
directly benefits you and your family is a big plus by improving your community. The more local  
communities that are improved the more freedom is realized your State. The freer our United States 
are, the stronger nation we will have. 

Robert Newman took his first step when he agreed to simply hang those lanterns in the church steeple. 
Is your heart patriot enough to hang lanterns for your & your family's future?

Every simple life, effort and idea is worth wild. Please download and share. 
Thank you for your time. 
C. Oldham, Founder, thes2project.com
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